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Despite the disruptions due to coronavirus lockdowns, bushýres and 
þoods, many Oxley students have continued to pursue their Duke of 
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Delta is the mathematical symbol for change. Change 
is deýnitely a constant theme of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic and the new Delta strain. Only four weeks 
ago we were in almost óback to normal modeô until a 
limousine driver became the index case for a NSW and 
Victorian lockdown. 

From a mental health and wellbeing perspective, all 
change, both positive and negative, causes a degree 
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Like many of the Australian population, I spent a night 
glued to television watching both Dylan Alcott and Ash 
Barty successfully winning their respective Wimbledon 
Tennis Championship titles. Whilst both of these 
outstanding athletes are incredibly talented they have 
one thing in common. They are good humans ýrst! 
Ash Barty spoke following her win at the press 
conference stating; ñI was just extremely lucky that I 
was able to have the opportunity to learn how to play 
the game of tennis but I think being a good human 
being is absolutely my priority every single day.ò 
How did she become so wise at just 25 years old? 
Barty credits her parents for teaching her these values 
and also her team that supports her every day in her 
life and tennis career.
I was so amazed with both Ash and Dylanôs games 
by their ability to have a clear mind that could focus 
on each point and not let their minds fall into one 
of the óthinking trapsô and let that a ect their game. 
These champion tennis players have not 
managed to do this all alone. They both 
use a support network and have both 
worked with mindset coach, Ben Crowe, 
who has helped them work on the 
óhuman beingô rather than the óhuman 
doingô; to have a positive mindset and 
to be able to reframe their negative or 
clear distracting thoughts.
During Covid-19 and periods of 
uncertainty, one of the greatest struggles 
for us all is to stay in the now and not let 
our minds run automatically to negative 
thinking -the ówhat ifsô. This can lead 
to anxiety and a sense of hopelessness 
for our young people. We need to be 
sensitive to our young peopleôs emotional wellbeing.
Human brains do not cope well with unpredictability, 
and this can lead to anxiety. So, it is important we try 
and help our young people to shift the focus from what 
we cannot control to what we can. Parents can help 
teenagers understand that routine and structure bring 
comfort and stability. Going to bed at a reasonable 
hour, avoiding overeating and ensuring adequate 
exercise are baselines. 
It is important to acknowledge how they are feeling 
and to help them try and reframe their thoughts. I 
ýnd practicing gratitude each day and doing some 
mindfulness with apps like Smiling Mind and Mood 
Gym help me stay calm and clear my thoughts. Also, I 
try to practice what I preach and stay o  my devices 
for at least an hour before bedtime. Some days I am 
less successful with this one!
Should you be interested, I have included the link to the 
recent ABC Conversations podcast with Mindset Coach, 
Ben Crowe which I found fascinating and very inspiring:

https://www.abc.net.au/radio/programs/conversations/ash-barty-sports-mentor-ben-crowe/13418314 
https://www.abc.net.au/radio/programs/conversations/ash-barty-sports-mentor-ben-crowe/13418314 




https://www.genvic.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/FINAL-GV_OABP_Toolkit_A3_V4_WEB.pdf
https://www.genvic.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/FINAL-GV_OABP_Toolkit_A3_V4_WEB.pdf
https://www.genvic.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/FINAL-GV_OABP_Toolkit_A3_V4_WEB.pdf
https://positivepsychology.com/benefits-gratitude-research-questions/
https://positivepsychology.com/benefits-gratitude-research-questions/
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Weekly Awards
Learning Journey
K: Clementine Blom 
Yr 1: Jordan Pope
Yr 2: Chloe Barton
Yr 3B: Matilda McCarthy 
Yr 3R: Oliver Coram 
Yr 4A: Remy McIntosh 
Yr 4W: Hamish Aston
Yr 5C: Ed Hunt 
Yr 5N: Molly Harwood
Yr 6H: Asher Braham 
Yr 6S: Matilda Lambie
Oxley Values
K: Freddie Paterson 
Yr 1: Thomas Apostolatos 
Yr 2: James Gregory
Yr 3B: Darcy Jones 
Yr 3R: William Palmer
Yr 4A: Evelyn Hammond 
Yr 4W: Flor Pereira-Merlini
Yr 5C: Scarlett Curr 
Yr 5N: Ethan Smith
Yr 6H: Emilie Henderson 
Yr 6S: Isla McGowan
Excellence in Japanese
Remy McIntosh
Matilda Lambie
Excellence in PE
Fraser Wisken

https://youtu.be/Yme_Eab1i1s 
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CAN YOU SEPARATE 

THE ART 
FROM 

THE ARTIST? 

FEATURE

Can you separate the art from the artist?
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is and not its relation to extraneous factors.ô Thompson 
explores the idea that the biography of the artist can be 
used for mere insight into the art but the artistôs life should 
not a ect your judgement of their work. To play the ódevilôs 
advocateô, I believe that this theory is simply not applicable 
to reality. Our human hearts fuel us too much to ignore an 
artistôs life in e orts to provide a judgement. Our emotions 
create and maintain our biases and I donôt think we can ever 
be free from our individual prejudices. For example, the 
following viewpoint showcases a popular belief that doesnôt 
sit right with me, ñThe brilliance of Michael Jacksonôs music 
transcends accusations of paedophilia levelled against 
himò. When I read this quote, I feel as though there is a 
hierarchy which places the needs of art appreciators above 
victims of such heinous crimes which is so, so distasteful. 

Here is another contrasting view; óArt belongs to a 
realm separated from the life of the artist, hence art 
canôt be polluted by the bad things its creator may do.ô 
This perspective I believe avoids Artist responsibility 
by separating the supposed órealmsô in which art and its 
creator exist, quite ignorant to the huge impact art has had 
throughout history as explored in the following, ñArt does 
not exist in its own altruistic, alternate universe. Itôs part 
of the world ï and the patriarchy.ò (Article óThe ARTeryô). 
Moreover, artistôs give art power, art is a mere product of 
the artistôs visceral life experience ï di using this sense of 
separation. 

Ultimately, when unpacking ñcan you separate the art from 
the artistò, you must challenge the extent to which the art 
appreciators play an ethical role. In relation to JK Rowling 
and Michael Jackson, if we continue to enjoy the artistôs 
creations, knowing of such alleged evils, are we in fact 
attributing to a larger societal problem in which victimsô 
voices are continually silenced by an overarching desire 
to please the needs of the majority? This question, albeit 
philosophical undeniably relates to the human condition to 
be in constant conþict with ourselves. So, we continue the 
ongoing battle and ask édo we need to reinvent artistic 
appreciation to be more morally minded in our political 
climate OR do we simply view the artist in complete 
isolation from their work? 
By Peggy Holmwood, Year 11

“Artists give art power”
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I was quite bored over the weekend, and I was 
looking for something to do. I had seen my 
parents watching a TV Show on Netþix over the 
holidays (Take a guess what that show is), so 
I decided to give it a shot. Lucifer is a police 
drama that follows the life of, well, Lucifer, the 
Devil, Prince of Darkness, etc. As an immortal 
being, he got very bored of ruling Hell for 
Eternity, so he left that all behind, and went 
to Los Angeles to start a nightclub. He now 
spends his days making ñDeals with the Devilò 
with people who need something from him. In 
return, he can ask a favour from them, anytime, 
that they canôt refuse. He is also ñPopularò with 
the Ladies of LA, as he can charm anyone who 
looks at his face. All of this leads to a luxurious 
lifestyle, with very little challenges. Until one 
day, he meets a Detective, Chloe Decker, who 
is immune to his Charms, and doesnôt believe 
him when he tells her that he is the Devil. 
This meeting sparks a curious interest in the 
Detective, that Lucifer continues to look into 
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BIG ISSUE

Fading into the New Mexico sky, Unity 22, a Virgin 
Galactic spacecraft successfully ventured 85km up 
to the óedge of spaceô on the 11th of June before 
successfully returning to Spaceport America. 
Onboard, the entrepreneurial enigma; Richard 
Branson, promoting his newest venture. Preceding 
a lifetime of innovation, having created his own 
magazine, record company and airlines, we ýnd his 
name plastered on our credit cards and even ýtness 
clubs. 
Looking on from Australia, by means of video 
streaming, social media, and news outlets, one 
cannot help to feel a creeping jealousy. We are told 
that we have so much, that we have things easy, 
that we should be grateful for our position é yet 
this simply isnôt the consensus on the street. What 
are we doing, while this 71 year old businessman 
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SENIOR GALLERYSENIOR GALLERY
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VIRTUAL GALLERY

This yearôs Wimbledon was one of triumph, disappointment and 
of promise. Home-grown Ash Barty joined an exclusive club this 
Wimbledon. Becoming one of just ýve Aussie women to win Wimbledon 
and the ýrst to do so in 41 years. This is her second grand slam title 
in her career, ýrmly cementing her place at the top of womenôs tennis. 
Meanwhile in the menôs draw 39-year-old legend Roger Federer su ered 
defeat in the quarterýnals of his greatest tournament. He became the 
oldest person to ever reach the quarterýnals of a slam. His loss came 
at the hand of 24-year-old 6ô5 giant Hubert Hurkacz. Hurkacz won in 
straight sets, winning 6-0 in the ýnal set. He is the second person in 
the 21st century to win 6-0 against Roger Federer and shows promise 
for the years to come. 
Another star on the rise is the 21-year-old American, Sebastian Korda. 
Korda beat the Aussie De minaur (who is ranked in the top 20 in the 
world) in his ýrst-round match and made it to the round of 16 where 
he took former world number eight Karen Khachanov to ýve sets in a 
nearly four-hour struggle. It is also hard to speak of yᵐᴀsuperstars 
and fail to mention 17-year-old Coco Gau  who is already ranked as 
25th on the womenôs tour. In Jmҏshe got perhaps the best result of 
her career, reaching the quarterýnals of the French Open, no mean 
feat. She will continue to prove herself on the tour in years to come.
This Wimbledon will be remembered for years to come, whether that be 
that it is the year Barty won or Rogerôs last defeat or perhaps the rise 
of new superstars onto the tour.
By Will Barnett, Year 9

2021 WIMBLEDON

Making art whilst wearing a mask does not appear to be a problem, and particularly not during the co-curricular programme, Art After 
Hours (Years 7 to Year 11).
The variety of artmaking and the buoyant tone of our motivated and creative artists continues in Semester 2. Any student is welcome 
to attend and can develop their own art project.
Classes held in Room 20, run every Wednesday afternoon from 3.30pm ï 5.00pm. By Matt Bentham
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IN THE NEWS

The news over the past few weeks has been full of di erent ideas, 
interpretations, and views regarding the ongoing conþict between 
Palestinians and Israel. This poses the question what actually caused this 
conþict in the ýrst place? In this article I am aiming to give a brief, unbiased 
answer to this question through providing some context for the current 
situation.
One of the biggest myths surrounding this conþict is that it has been going 
on for centuries and is all about religious hatreds. While religion plays a key 
role in the conþict it is not the main motivation for the dispute. This conþict 
stems predominately from two groups claiming the same land and these two 
groups coincidentally are of di erent religious beliefs.
In the early 1900s, the land we now call Israel-Palestine was occupied by 
the Ottoman Empire, people within this area were beginning to generate 
an identity associated with this land and begun referring to themselves as 
Palestinians. At the same time many of the Jewish population of Europe 
were moving towards the idea of Zionism. Zionism refers to the belief that 
Judaism is not just a religion but, instead a nationality, and this nationality 
deserved a nation. After their history of persecution, the Jewish people 
decided that making a Jewish state was their only hope for protection and 
sought land in the Middle East as it was close to where Judaism originated 
from.
After World War One, the Ottoman empire collapsed and the British and 
French quickly claimed land in the Middle East. Britain ended up taking 
control of the area we now refer to as Israel, except back then it was 
referred to as óThe British Mandate for Palestine.ò The British enabled Jewish 
immigration to this land at ýrst but, as tensions grew between the Arabs 
and the Jewish people, they started to limit immigration which caused the 
Jewish inhabitants to become frustrated. 
After the Holocaust during World War Two, Britain was tasked with setting 
up a ñNational Homeô for the Jewish people which they decided would be in 
Palestine (Israel). The Palestinians resisted, as they saw the land as theirs. 
Initially, The United Nations planned to give each group part of the land 
through splitting it into two states, with Jerusalem as neutral as it is a holy 
site for many religions. Although this was a good idea in theory it failed. 
Since then, Israel and the surrounding Arab nations fought several wars 
over the territory. The lines observed today greatly reþect the e ects of two 
of these wars, one fought in 1948 and the other in 1967.
These tensions between Palestinians and Israelis have not dissipated 
even though there have been many attempts to bring about peace. The 
conþict we are observing today was triggered on Thursday 6 May, when 
Palestinians launched protests in East Jerusalem over a predicted decision 
of the Supreme Court of Israel regarding the deportation of six Palestinian 
families in Sheikh Jarrah.
Here are some links to look at if you are interested in learning more about 
the history of this conþict:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRYZjOuUnlU 
https://www.vox.com/2018/11/20/18079996/israel-palestine-conþict-guide-
explainer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUBQ6WNBRS4 
By Jillian OôConnell, Year 11

ISRAEL PALESTINIAN CONFLICT
Over the last few weeks there has been escalating 
insurrection across South Africa, in protest of Jacob 
Zumaôs arrest. Mr Zuma was President of South 
Africa from 2009 to 2018, a period where alleged 
corruption festered domestic government and 
the African National Congress. However, upon his 
resignation a mandated commission was launched 
to investigate Zumaôs alleged criminal activities 
whilst in government. External suspicion of Zumaôs 
corruption arose in connection with the South 
African Arms Deal , known as the ñStrategic Defence 
Packageò worth R30 billion (equal to US$2.5 billion 
or Ã2 billion). Consequently, on Tuesday 29  June, 
South Africaôs Constitutional Court sentenced Zuma 
to 15 monthsô imprisonment for contempt of court 
for failure of testimony, where he was subsequently 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRYZjOuUnlU
https://www.vox.com/2018/11/20/18079996/israel-palestine-conflict-guide-explainer
https://www.vox.com/2018/11/20/18079996/israel-palestine-conflict-guide-explainer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUBQ6WNBRS4



